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Munich High End 2019
This year‘s Munich High End Show is going to be a particularly festive event for MBL Akustikgeräte, as the
Berlin-based high-end audio manufacturer is celebrating its 40th anniversary. Four decades of innovative
developments, beginning with our unique speaker technology, the Radialstrahler Lautsprecher, present
today in our eight models of speakers, along with three ranges of electronics of the highest standards for
different listening tastes.
This year, the Berlin luxury manufacturer will once again demonstrate their entire product range during the
four day show. The Reference line of electronics will be on active display powering the 101 X-tremes, our
four-tower flagship speaker system weighing in at 1 000kg. In the 2nd system, MBL’s latest range of electronics,
the Noble line will be highlighting the prowess of the world reknowned 101E Mk II Radialstrahler.
MBL’s product highlight will be the recently released MBL Roon Module, a specially developed hardware for
MBLs D / A converters which connects the digital world with the analogue with great ease of wireless operation.
Furthermore, MBL will be coordinating presentations with our partner, the Concerto Köln symphony orchestra.
Mr. Alexander Scherf, lead cellist, will be giving live presentations, taking our visitors on a wonderful musical
journey. With Signor Ricci from the record company fonè - MBL has another passionate presenter at their side,
captivating visitors with his newest recordings from his audiophile label. Lastly, presentations given by Mr.
Jürgen Reis, chief engineer at MBL for over 36 years, are considered to be amongst the most technical yet
entertaining with his excellent selection of music passages chosen to demonstrate the intricacies of MBL
technology and design philosophy.
Please take the time to visit the MBL booth in Atrium 4, on the 1st floor in room E102 and we guarantee you will
come away with a most memorable music listening experience.
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